Performance predictions and optimisation strategies in current nanotechnology-based photovoltaic (PV) require simulation tools that can efficiently and accurately compute optical and electrical performance parameters of intricate 3D geometrical structures. Due to the complexity of each type of simulation it is often the case that a single package excels in either optical or electrical modelling, and the other remains a bottleneck. In this work, an efficient tool flow is described in order to combine the highly effective optical simulator Lumerical with the excellent fabrication and electrical simulation capability of Sentaurus. Interfacing between the two packages is achieved through tool command language and Matlab, offering a fast and accurate electro-optical characteristics of nano-structured PV devices.
Introduction
Advances in photovoltaics (PV) in the last decade has been at an expeditious pace, covering new technologies such as thin film Si, dye sensitised PV, organic PV, nanowires, and most recently perovskite PV [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Given the rapid nature of PV development, whereby processing is central, the need to minimise time and is crucial. As such, Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) tools help to simulate devices prior to processing in order to explore and optimise variables [6] [7] [8] [9] . This can lead to observable trends in performance which can be used to determine suitable designs before fabrication. The modelling of PV can be separated into three elements: processing, optical and electrical characteristics. A multitude of packages exist to model these, including Sentaurus, Lumerical, Silvaco, Comsol, Crosslight and Cogenda to name a few [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Sentaurus TCAD is a comprehensive suite of modelling tools, and an industry standard for semiconductor processing and device simulation of complex geometry structures. However, it can also be useful to incorporate optical results from external packages into the Sentaurus suite. For optical modelling, Lumerical has more recently grown to an immensely popular FDTD package, as shown by the number of papers (>100) published utilising this tool since 2010 [17] . Alongside commercial packages such as Lumerical, accurate open source FDTD solvers are also available in the field, including MEEP [18] . In this work, Lumerical is integrated with Sentaurus TCAD to establish an efficient and easy to use tool flow which will allow researchers to explore innovative 3D PV devices. Whilst both packages contain optical and electrical simulation tools, they offer optimum performance and versatility in one of the two tasks. Current approaches to ameliorate this issue has involved utilising the Sentaurus structure editor to define new fields within a device [19] . These new data fields will then incorporate the external data. This paper provides an alternative method by manipulating the optical generation data files formed using Sentaurus Device. Furthermore, the work here extends to 3D devices that can be designed using the Sentaurus SProcess tool. As such, the integration of both packages allows the user a powerful tool that provides the accuracy and efficiency needed for intricate nano-scale PV modelling.
Tools

TCAD
Many tools are available in the Sentaurus Suite [20] , however the use of SProcess to fabricate the device and then SDevice to solve the electrical transport equations is sufficient for most PV structures.
SProcess simulates processing steps such as deposition (e.g. spin-on-dopants), thermal annealing and etching, using various meshing strategies to generate a mixed grid element mesh [21] . This is advantageous as 3D structures can be formed from material growth and etching rather than explicit geometry definition. This allows a means of forming complex 3D structures through lithography steps followed by impurity diffusion as a function of time and temperature-key processing steps that are common to PV fabrication [22] .
The development of PV technology is often pushed by advances in material science and as such Sentaurus has an ability to define new materials (alloys, polymers, perovskites, etc.). These are defined by first inheriting properties of materials in the database which can then be overwritten with published data.
Throughout the processing stage, and in preparation for the electrical solve, the Sentaurus package implements various meshing strategies to maintain a balance between accuracy of results and simulation time. The mesh forms boundary conditions for numerical calculations (e.g. Poisson equations) in the simulated device. The mesh algorithm can be achieved in both a static manner, in which predefined refinement windows are set with fixed mesh size, or a more complex adaptive method can be implemented to achieve meshing as a function of a chosen parameter (e.g. change in carriers density or electric field). For PV structures, the doping profile is a good measure to ensure the mesh is refined appropriately.
This will ensure that junction areas are finely meshed whereas bulk regions, where minimal change is observed, will have a more coarse mesh. Material interfaces (e.g. metal-semiconductor junctions or organic-inorganic heterojunction) should also be bounded by fine mesh constraints in order to achieve convergence in the simulation.
Sentaurus Device simulates the electrical behaviour in a semiconductor device that is represented as a mesh grid file [23] . For PV devices, the input grid file should contain the geometry of the structure, the doping profile and optical generation profile. Using this data, terminal currents and voltages are solved numerically based on physical device equations that describes the carrier distribution and conduction mechanisms. The key computation in the device simulation is to calculate the electrostatic potential determined by mobile (electrons and holes) and stationary charges (ionised dopants or traps). The simulator solves this using the Poisson equation.
When simulating a semiconductor device (both inorganic and organic), there are a vast amount of physical models to consider. Mobility and recombination models are two in particular that have significance in PV simulations. The doping dependent mobility model takes into account degradation due to impurity scattering in doped materials. In addition to this, surface phonon and surface roughness are also accounted for by considering mobility degradation at interfaces. For recombination, Shockley-read-hall, radiative, and trap assisted Auger recombination are accounted for [23] .
Lumerical
For PV simulations, the modelling of light propagation through various media as well as scattering from interfaces is a crucial step and several approaches are available, each with a trade-off between computational load and accuracy. As PV technologies push further towards thin films and nanoscale structures, methods such as Raytracing, which provide solutions based on geometric optics alone, are no longer applicable for accurate results when wavelengths are comparable to the feature size. Current approaches to compute nanoscale optics require solving Maxwells equations. A variety of methods exist to solve these equations, including Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method, Finite Element Method (FEM), Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) and Rigorous Coupled-Wave Analysis (RCWA), to name a few. For PV simulation whereby the injected wave has broadband wavelength range, the FDTD method is most efficient. Lumerical, like many commercial optical solve packages, uses this method [17] .
The FDTD method solves Maxwell's equations in the time domain. In this approach, both space and time are segmented into discrete sectors. Space is divided into cuboid cells whereby the electric fields are located on the edges of the cell and the magnetic fields are found on the faces. Furthermore, time is discretised into small steps where each step represents the time required for the field to propagate between adjacent cells. A leapfrog scheme is used to update the electric and magnetic fields as a function of time. Through this method it can obtain complex-valued fields and normalised transmissions as a function of frequency.
The key input parameters to consider for the simulation are the material properties, light sources, data monitors, boundary conditions and also meshing. When using dispersive media, as is the case for PV devices, a fitted model of multi-coefficients is used to represent tabulated refractive index (n, k) data. Various types of sources exist to excite the structures within the simulation domain such as: Gaussian source, TFSF and plane wave. The latter is used to model uniform electromagnetic energy with wavelength range (300 nm-1000 nm) injecting from one side of the simulation domain. Structures tend to have a periodicity and therefore the boundary conditions are periodic in the x and y direction, whilst the z direction have perfectly matched layers to absorb any reflected and transmitted fields. Furthermore, in many instances, the structure is also symmetric as well as periodic. Under these conditions we incorporate symmetric and antisymmetric boundaries to reduce computation time.
In addition to the boundary condition, the quality of the mesh will also affect the accuracy of results. The mesh is a Cartesian grid which represents the structure. For each mesh point, the material and geometrical information is stored and electric and magnetic fields are solved. As such, a trade-off exists between a fine mesh (i.e. a smaller minimum mesh length) and computation time. A meshing algorithm is applied by the solver to form a mesh as a function of the material refractive index and structure interface.
Comparison
Both Lumerical and Sentaurus provide tools for structure generation, optical modelling and electrical modelling. However, integrating the two removes the bottlenecks of each package and utilises the advantages.
Structure generation
Whilst Lumerical has a comprehensive library of structures from which to build the device, it lacks the freedom and versatility to define unique designs based on material processing chemistry. This is of particular importance in PV as complex 3D doping profiles can be modelled rather than pre-defined. The ability for Sentaurus to replicate fabrication processes using elaborate meshing strategies, is based upon decades of experience in modelling semiconductor devices [20].
FDTD Optical modelling
Sentaurus provides an electromagnetic wave (EMW) solver that also uses the FDTD method [24] . However, Lumerical shows enhanced simulation time efficiency as observed in Fig. 1 . The simulations were performed on a silicon nanowire array whereby all parameters, including boundary conditions, mesh density and termination criteria are kept consistent. These results show that Lumerical is more efficient and has negligible dependence on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) resolution (i.e. number of wavelengths measured). Furthermore, for this example, due to the simplicity of the structure Lumerical works more efficiently in single-core than in multi-core. This however, is not observed in the Sentaurus case. Potentially, Lumerical can outperform further by using symmetry and antisymmetry boundaries in x and y (this exploits the symmetry of these structures and quarters the simulation domain).
The Lumerical package has also proven to provide more consistent optical results for broadband wavelength simulations compared to that of the Sentaurus EMW solver. An error noted by Senaturus on their internal site, as a code defect in calculating the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) phase factors, may be the root cause of this inaccuracy in DFT simulations. As a result, optical quantities extracted from EMW simulations using DFT can exhibit errors compared to continuous wave results [25] . To illustrate the error observed, Fig. 2 compares the power flux density through a reflection data monitor for both cases. To circumvent this problem, Synopsys advise to either use a sequence of single-wavelength continuous wave simulations instead of a single DFT simulation for multiple wavelengths, or else create user-defined dispersive model poles to produce better fitting of the complex refractive index data [25] . The newest version of the Senaturus EMW solver provides a visual fitting tool to aid in the latter process. Whilst this may provide a suitable workaround to improve accuracy, it can be a complex step in performing FDTD modelling. Furthermore, the ease of use of Lumerical surpasses that of Sentaurus due its graphical user interface (GUI) whereas the Sentaurus EMW solver is purely code based [24] . 
Electrical modelling
The Sentaurus Device package is a more advanced electrical modelling package compared to that of Lumerical Device. It provides a more comprehensive physical model database as well as greater choice with respect to numerical solving algorithms. This provides not only more efficient electrical modelling but the ability to analyse a far greater amount of device parameters [23] .
Integration
The principle behind the tool flow is the ability for SDevice to run an electrical solve using optical solve data from previous simulations. It does this by reading an input file known as 'optical generation input file (OGI.TDR)'. SDevice reads this TDR file that contains optical generation data and interpolates it to the geometry and doping data also provided, to run optoelectronic simulations. This means that if the optical solve data from Lumerical can be written to a TDR file, then it can be used in SDevice.
As such, the process is as follows: The structure is formed using SProcess; this structure is used in SDevice to run purely electrical simulations and therefore give dark IV characteristics. The tool at this stage is also used to produce an 'optical generation output (OGO)' file. Whilst no optical solve is executed, it will produce an OGO.TDR, with zero for carrier generation but containing the necessary coordinate information, that is used as the template on which to write Lumerical output data. Once Lumerical data is written onto this OGO.TDR file, this then becomes an optical generation input file (OGI.TDR) at the second stage of SDevice.
Tool flow
The tool flow can be seen in Fig. 3 . The four main tools used, are SProcess, SDevice, Lumerical and finally SDevice again. To illustrate the use of this tool flow, a hybrid silicon pyramid-nanowire array structure is modelled [26] , as this utilises many of the useful steps that are provided for PV simulation. The full script used to form this structure on SProcess and model on SDevice are provided in the program library. The following shows pseudo-code for descriptive purposes that readers can apply for their own use.
The first tool used, is SProcess. This tool works by first defining an initial silicon substrate, followed by the various fabrication steps to build the structure. This often involves a mask file that is used for lithography steps. Meshing strategies are defined to ensure accurate processing and future convergence in device simulation. Contacts are defined as the last step. The output data is of TDR format, and contains a multitude of datasets (e.g. doping concentration, geometry, stress, etc.) that completely describe the geometry and material parameters at equilibrium.
The second tool is SDevice. This stage is to use the output structure from SProcess to run current-voltage (IV) simulation without any light absorption. This will give the IV characteristics in the dark and also produces an optical generation output TDR file. The SDevice command file takes in the geometry and doping data from SProcess and applies a numerical solve. It implements specified device physics models from a comprehensive database. User-defined material parameters can overwrite default parameters to account for more recent published or in-house experimental data (e.g. surface recombination velocity for nanowire-air interfaces). A full output TDR file is also produced and this contains all the specified plot data (e.g. electric fields, carrier generation profile, current density, mesh, etc.).
The third tool is Lumerical. The lumerical tool which is sandwiched in-between the two SDevice packages imports the structure from the output data of the first SDevice simulation. Whilst the complex 3D structure can be imported from Sentaurus tools, simpler structures can be reconstructed without any importation using Lumerical own structure editor. This tool can also make use of the mask file as both packages utilised the industry standard GDS format. Once the structure is imported, the refractive index data of the materials is also required. The structure is then re-meshed depending on the simulation constraints.
The three key elements to the simulation are the injected wave source, the boundary conditions and the monitors used. The latter determines the output data. For PV simulations a key monitor is an analysis group 'solar generation'. This outputs a spatial carrier generation profile of the structure in a MAT file. For very complex structures that require fine meshing, often the output files are too computationally intensive, limited by read access memory (RAM) to calculate in one simulation. As such, the monitor can be downsampled such that adjacent mesh cells are averaged, or often the simulation is run numerous times and each time the monitor is confined to a different section of the structure. As a smaller number of cells are now computed, less RAM is required. The total generation profile is then merged from the numerous monitor files.
The final stage is SDevice This stage is the IV simulation under illumination. It uses the already processed OGI.TDR file and interpolates the carrier generation data. Since geometry from this will match that of SPRO-CESS.TDR exactly, there is negligible error. Therefore, no optical solve is undertaken using SDevice in this tool flow, only its ability to take in carrier generation data from a TDR file. Since this simulation generates a large current density at the initial guess of the electrical solve (0 V), an initial transient simulation is undertaken before the quasi-stationary voltage sweep.
TCAD-Lumerical interface
The integration of the two separate packages is achieved by data extraction using a TCL language script and data mapping using a MATLAB script. In this section the pseudo-code is shown, such that other languages can be used, however the full script is available within the program library. See Fig. 4 for a comparison of the mesh and the carrier generation profile after mapping between Sentaurus and Lumerical.
File types
As mentioned previously, the standard file format throughout TCAD Sentaurus is TDR. It contains various datasets (e.g. dopant concentration) for every state (for transient simulations), region and geometry of the structure. To import the structure to Lumerical, the coordinate data must be in a TXT file format. The output of Lumerical (i.e. spatial absorption profile) is in a.MAT file. Finally, for post data mapping, the absorption data must be written into the TDR format for use in SDevice.
Sentaurus to lumerical
The first step is to access the TDR file and unfold the data into a format that is readable by external packages such as Lumerical. The TDR file in this case is the optical generation output after the first stage of SDevice. This has no optical solve and as such the dataset 'optical generation' will have a zero value. However, this file is useful as it contains the relevant coordinate list for optical modelling. The aim is to extract this coordinate list into a data form that can be read by Lumerical. This process is necessary as it extracts the coordinates of the simulation space that is relevant for optical modelling. This data can be reconstructed such that the structure is reproducible in Lumerical. The import function in Lumerical requires a binary list whereby 1 and 0 represent the presence and absence of material, respectively. This list refers to the geometrical location (X 1 , This essentially creates a coordinate list for a Cartesian grid with uniform spacing in each plane. The density of this depends on the values of the mesh density factors (Nx, Ny and Nz). When equal to 1, this will represent a grid density which ensures no loss of data when replicating the structure in Lumerical. As these values increase, there is some loss in data but any degradation in the replica will depend on the complexity of the structures. In cases of simple structures on a low RAM computer, increasing these numbers maybe beneficial.
Through the aforementioned process of importing a TCAD device into Lumerical, only the geometry of the structure is specified. Its material properties (i.e. optical constants) are then defined within Lumerical. Therefore, different materials within a TCAD device are imported into Lumerical as different structures and then their material properties defined accordingly. When extracting/reading the structure data from TCAD as well as writing into the structure data in TCAD, it is crucial to attain which material/region is being read/written. To identify this, the code in file 'TDR_check' is used. This code is supplied by Synopsys and is used for identifying regions and materials within a structure.
Lumerical to sentaurus
The output of the Lumerical simulation is a 3D matrix data representing the carrier generation profile within the whole simulation domain. In order to map this 3D profile to the structure back in TCAD, the first stage is to list the carrier generation data for each coordinate that exists for the structure. This data will then be written into the TDR format. The aim of Lines 14-18 is to match the geometric points of the Lumerical structure to the Sentaurus structure. This is achieved by searching for the minimum distance between a given point from a Lumerical absorption profile, and a data point from the desired Sentaurus structure. Lines 19-23 are used to ensure that at an airstructure interface, the surface of the TCAD structure takes the data of absorbed material in Lumerical and not the air material. This is achieved by first checking if the absorption data taken for the nearest matching coordinate is negligible, i.e. less than 1. If this is the case, then a search method begins whereby the search space grows by one mesh cell in all directions until the nearest absorption cell is found.
Once the absorption data has been collated into a list corresponding to the structure coordinates, it is then written onto the TDR file. Since the coordinate list is taken from the structure postdevice, it is a simple process of overwriting the carrier generation (currently 0 after ''dark'' simulation) for each location. This TDR file then assumes an illuminated structure and the IV simulation can be undertaken. 
}
The key here is that the number and order of coordinates in the TDR and TXT file must match.
Conclusion
In this work an efficient tool flow is described in-order to integrate Lumerical, an efficient FDTD optics solver, into TCAD Sentaurus, an industry standard for electrical simulation. When combined, a complete package exists for broadband optoelectronic modelling (ideal for PV). This allows the benefits of material processing chemistry to form structures, followed by accurate and computationally efficient FDTD modelling, and finally electrical characterisation using a comprehensive database of device physics models. In order to integrate the two packages, the ability for Sentaurus to read previously solved optical generation data is manipulated. An electrical solve is undertaken with no illumination, this will output a carrier generation file with zero data. This file is used for two purposes, firstly to form the structure on Lumerical, and secondly to transfer the output data back into Sentaurus. The interface between the two packages is achieved with a combination of tool command language and Matlab script, both of which can be used in open-source platforms.
